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Character and Life Skills 
Video Title: Diligence: Greg 

 Lesson Title: Being Diligent 

  Grade Level: Middle School 

Discussion Questions: After watching the video... 

Discuss in pairs, in small groups, or as a class: 

1. Using examples, describe how Greg is diligent.

2. A teacher at Greg’s school, Master Sargent Robinson, says of Greg, “he’s a diligent worker and if he

sets goals, he usually achieves those goals”. Do you think it is easy for Greg to achieve the goals he

has set? Why or why not?

3. Describe the connection between diligence and goal setting? Why do you think people connect these

ideas?

4. Describe a way you could be more diligent. Why is this important to you?

Students will discuss how to be diligent and discuss how being 

diligent helps someone become successful. 

How can we develop diligent habits? 
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Materials 

• Paper and writing utensils or devices with note taking software

• Posters, poster sized pieces of paper, or presentation

• In a remote environment, meeting software will need to have “breakout room” and “raise hand” or

similar functions enabled allowing for small group discussions

Procedure 

1. Ask students the following reflection questions:

Besides in a military setting, what are some places or situations where it is important to be diligent?

Describe.

How do you rate yourself at being diligent?

How do you describe someone who is diligent?

2. Based on your knowledge of student, split students into groups of 2, 3 or 4. Groups will describe how

a character from a story is diligent in meeting goals or performing important tasks.

3. Ask each group to brainstorm characters that they have read about recently in various content

classes and choose a person or character that demonstrates diligence (characters may be real or

fictitious unless facilitator wishes to place limits on choices). Once groups have come to consensus on

a diligent person or character, groups will develop a poster or slideshow demonstrating how and why

their person/character is diligent.

4. Allow groups develop their diligence poster/slideshow. Groups should answer the question – how can

this person or character help us learn about becoming more diligent?

5. Have each group present their poster/slideshow to the larger group. Ask probing questions about

why students believe the character they chose demonstrates the qualities of a diligent person. It also

may be helpful for students to discuss other characters they considered and why the group chose the

character/person they did.
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Conclusion 

Debriefing Questions 

• Why is it important to develop the habit of being diligent?

• How can practicing diligence help someone become successful?

• How can someone develop a habit of being diligent?

Notes 




